Constituent Name

A.B.A.T.E.
Jason and Kami Adams
Alphagraphics
Kameron Amstutz
Nick Anastaskos
Wayne Anderson
Anonymous
Freddie Arnold
Randy Aron
Avera Health
Avon Grips
B & B Bar & Cocktail Lounge
Anne Bahr
Bert and Lisa Baker
Ryan Baker
Diane Baldwin
Barry Peterson Jewelers
Bar-Sto Precision Machine
Scott Becker
Jill Bell
Chuck and Joanne Bennis
Danae Bertsch
Geoff Best
Darci Bible
Black Hills Party Pedaler
Black Hills Pioneer
Black Hills Tire
Blue Rock Bar & Grill
Bordigioni Family Winery
Dawn Boyd
Deb Brandsrud
Breadsmith, SF
Vonnie Bruno
Buffalo Jump Saloon & Steakhouse
Builders First Source, RC
Stanley and Shirley Burgers
Calgary Harley Davidson
Caramel Creations
Caribou Coffee/Einstein Bagels, SF
Constituent Name

Caribou Coffee/Einstein Bagels, RC
Carl Brouhard Designs, LLC
Center for Hope
Tyson and Katie Cerkowniak
Laurel M. Charles
Teresa Chasse Stone
Chesterman Coca-Cola Bottling Company
Dave Christensen

Click Rain
Coca-Cola Bottling Company High Country
Corbin, Inc.
Crow Peak Brewing Co.
D3riffs Half Chaps
Dakota Digital
Paislee Dammer
Leonardo D'Aniello
Melanie and Aaron DeBates
Denny Sanford Premier Center
Colleen and Douglas Deutsch
Dirty Bird Concepts
DQ Grill & Chill/Fourteen Foods
Katie Ducheneaux
Bob Dunn
Elkhorn Ridge Golf Club
Jeff and Yvonne Erb
Eric Herrmann Studios
Arlin and Donna Fatland
Jennifer Feige
Clyde and Joan Fessler
Ethelyn Fey
Russell Finch
First National Bank in Sioux Falls
Maurin Fisher
Five Guys Burgers & Fries
Jim and Sonia Flickinger
Ronae Foster and Todd O'Toole
Brent Fraser
GameStop
Gene's Lock Shop
Constituent Name

Armella George
The Ghost Bonnets Motorcycle Club
Gilby's Customs
Robert Gilliland
GO2 Partners
Jeff and Jennifer Goudreau
Green Owl Media
Kathy Grensberg
Hope Grismer
Cary and Aunna Gronemeyer
David Grosse
Guadalajara Mexican Restaurant
Barb Halstenson
Lee and Jan Halstenson
Haugo Broadcasting, Inc.
Megan Hendrickson
Tanya Hillman
Curtis Hoffman
Hoffman Graphic Design
Erin and Jeff Horstmeyer
Heidi Hotchkin
Hot Stuff Foods/Orion Food Systems
H-S Precision, Inc.
Innovative Metal Technology
Iowa Bath Solutions
Sharon Ivarsen
Kris Ivey
J&P Cycles
J&R Smith Construction, LLC
Jeff Styles Pinstriping
JH Choppers and Machine
John Roberts Commercial Printing And Marketing
Heather and Jim Johnson
Pat Johnson
Paul and Daphne Johnson
Kane's Harley Davidson
Crystal Kapperman
Karl's, Inc.
Karl's TV Appliance and Furniture
Constituent Name
Jay and Kim Kasdorf
KBACK
Tom Keefer, Jr.
Keg Lounge
Crystal Kelley
KELOLAND TV
Todd and Sally Kenner
Dr. Jennifer and Jason Klein
Richard and Delores Klein
Klock Werks Kustom Cycle
Nic Knapp
Knecht Home Center
Koch Hazard Architects
Steven Kofsky
KSFY
Kuryakyn
Rick and Sue Larson
Last Stop CD Shop
Legend Suspension
Doc and Debbie Leggio
Lenny Leon
Jeff Levy
Lil Evil Inkorpor8ted
Scott and Letti Lister
Stephen Liuzzi
Julie Loss
Lowriders By Summers
Lucky's 13
Diane Ludgate-Love and Steven Love
MIDCO
Dyann and Craig Miller
Paul and Susan Miller
Robert Mitchell
Monarch Sales
MPI Video
Donald and Barbara Mullaney
Tony and Julie Mullen
Mural Lab
Mustang Seats
Constituent Name
NC Machine & Tool Co.
Jeff and Trudiann Nelson
Tim Neuroth – Stone Cold Music
Janice K. Nicolay
Nielsen Realty Group, LLC
Brittany Niemann
"Slick" Norkaitis
O'Gorman High School
Mary Olinger
Olive Garden, RC
Paavo’s Pizza
Larry Page
Paul Yaffe Originals
Peace Lutheran Church, LCMS
Dean and Vonne Perkins
Perkins Restaurant & Bakery
George Perry
Kurt Peterson
Donna Pilcher
Power Vibe LLC
Preferred Printing, Inc.
Bob and Carol Provance
Qdoba Mexican Eats, RC
Bill and Colleen Radcliffe
Rapid City Rush
Red Water Tactical
Gloria and Kenneth Reed
Al Reichenbach and Julie Wisch
Robert and Sandra Rennolet
Coralie and Brendyn Richards
Lisa and Donald Riley
Rinehart Racing
Ron and Lynn Risty
RNR Cycle
Ryan Robinson
Chris Roche
Rockford Fosgate Corporation
Dan Rognsvoog
Matt Rowe
Constituent Name
Rudy M. Navarrete’s Tex Mexican Food
Kurt and Teri Rumens
Amber Schumscher
Jim Salzbrunn and Laura Severson
Sanford Children's Child Life Program
Sanford Health
Sanford Pentagon
SATA By Dan Am Company
Bill and Joyce Schmidt
Sandy Schuette
Scott Jacobs Studio
Jen Shade
Jim Shadley
Shipwrecks Bar & Grill
Sioux Falls Canaries
Sioux Falls Cares
Sioux Falls Fire Rescue
Sioux Falls Local 814
Ben Smith
Raymond and Carolyn Sneller
Steve Soffa
Spearfish Canyon Country Club
Spearfish Creek Wine Bar
Special Olympics of SD
Speedy Mart Liquor / Phillips 66
Ray and Ann Marie Spellman
Tony Sportelli
St. Mark's Lutheran Church
Steerfish Steak and Smoke
Marilyn Stemp
Debbie Stene
Nancy Stoltenberg
Jayson Strauss
Strider Bikes
Howard and Janet Stubbins
Sturgis Coffee Company
Sun Mountain Sports
Trish and Robert Swanhorst
Constituent Name

Jay Swenson
Sweet Grass Inn

John and Terri Szeszulski
Taco John’s

TC Brothers Choppers
Trask Performance
Tucker Powersports
Ericka Ugland

David Valenzuela
Vance & Hines
Rose Venenga
Donna Verwey

Jen L. Vis
Jim Waggaman
Rick Ward
Bethany Washington
Wedge Fairing

Don and Shauna Welker
Whites Queen City Motors

Pennie Whitt
Bernice Wiederich
Lora Wilkinson

Jorg and Maria Will
Dawn Williams and Donnie Smith

Lee Wimmer
Eddie and Christie Wobig

Julie Wright
Bob Zeolla and Andrea Labara

Scotty and Angie Ziegler
Tom and Carol Zingler